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gz archive of fully interactive web pages, or 3D documents with an integrated interactive animation engine. All of the open
source code is available under a liberal license. The company is headed by Guido Hoffmann, designer, artist and former
software developer, and Niklas Reichle, software developer and former artist. There are several features of .gz pages including:
Automatic page generation Support for many output formats Support for JavaScript Support for templates Automatic page
generation of web pages (text and images), HTML documents (text, images, CSS, JavaScript), PDF, Microsoft Office, image
files (bmp, png, jpg) and many others. .gz pages can be used as 3D documents (e.g. for printing) in Adobe Creative Suite,
Microsoft Office, CorelDraw, Fireworks, OrFont Creator, etc. Creation of interactive web pages for web sites or e-books with
the use of JavaScript. Interactive web pages are web sites that include additional scripting that enhances the usability of the web
site. Generation of interactive web pages with the use of JavaScript to animate 3D objects. For example, to animate a physical
object such as a robot, a few JavaScript lines of code turn the robot into an interactive animated object in a web page. The user
can use it as a figure in a math equation, build a web-site gallery, and much more. Generation of interactive 3D documents with
the use of JavaScript. For example, to animate a paper plane, a few JavaScript lines of code turn the plane into an interactive
animated object. The user can use it as a figure in a math equation, build a web-site gallery, and much more. Supported Features
The graphics editor has all the features of .gz pages, including support for many output formats, templates, JavaScript and more.
The software is freely downloadable and can be installed on a local server. Technologies The editor supports: Windows, macOS,
and Linux. New 2D graphics editor in the free version. The editor includes support for vector graphics with graphics editor or
SVG. The page and files in the .gz archive can be exported to: PDF, Microsoft Office, Adobe Creative Suite, PDF-CSS,
Microsoft Office-CSS, HDF5, JPG, PNG, EMF, GEO, SVG, PS, PSD, etc. See also Comparison of vector graphics editors List
of raster graphics 82157476af
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